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Abstract. ? Despite the fact that Wikipedia is one of the most popular sources
of information in the world, it is often criticized for the poor quality of content.
In this online encyclopaedia articles on the same topic can be created and edited
independently in different languages. Some of this language versions can provide
valuable information on a specific topics. Wikipedia articles may include infobox,
which used to collect and present a subset of important information about its sub-
ject. This study presents method for quality assessment of Wikipedia articles and
information contained in their infoboxes. Choosing the best language versions
of a particular article will allow for enrichment of information in less developed
version editions of particular articles.
Keywords: Wikipedia, article quality, infobox, DBpedia.

1 Introduction

Knowledge exchange is one of the key factors for success. Internet allows to interact
and share global information. According to the Internet World Stats in March 2017,
about half the world’s population are Internet users1. Web 2.0 technologies allows users
became producers of the online-content through collaborative platforms. Collaborative
editing can be defined by its attributes: writing in a shared document, collaborative
processes, data lineage, distributed teams, placeless document philosophy, flexible han-
dling of content and layout [1]. At present everyone can contribute to common human
knowledge on the Internet. One of the best examples of such online repositories are
wiki websites where content can be created and changed from a web browser. The most
popular wiki website is Wikipedia.

More than 15 years, Wikipedia exists as a general available encyclopaedia, where
everyone can contribute to contributing content. Wikipedia also is one of the most suc-
cessful examples of mass collaboration [2]. However, this free online-encyclopaedia
does not fulfil all the attributes of a classical collaborative tool. For example, Wikipedia
users do not work with separate documents, but with articles, which are integrated in a
searchable knowledge base [3].
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According to the latest statistics, Wikipedia is fifth most popular website in the
Internet2. For more than 15 years this free online encyclopedia as become more and
more popular and important sources of knowledge throughout the world. Wikipedia
contains over 44 million articles in about 300 language editions3. The biggest language
version is English with over 5,4 million articles.

Despite the fact that an article in Wikipedia on the same topic can be presented in
different languages, each of these versions can be created and edited by users separately.
Consequently, this can often be observed differences between information quality in
various languages of the same article. Naturally, to compare such versions it is often
necessary for users to have knowledge in these languages.

Wikipedia pages about famous people, firms, products often appear as first in search
results of Google, Bing, Yandex and other search engines. It is expected that visitors of
Wikipedia and its editors are interested in the high quality of content contained in this
online knowledge base. So presentation of information in different languages is particu-
larly important for users who use search engines in their native (non-English) language.
Also, some topics may be more popular in some countries and therefore more likely to
find more information on same topic in relevant language versions (other than English).
In addition, there are topics that are not described in English Wikipedia, despite the fact
that the less developed language versions of Wikipedia have these informations [4, 5].

Wikipedia has a quality grading system for articles, but a specific language version
may use its own standards and grades [6]. That means that each language community
of Wikipedia can create own standards for the quality evaluation of articles.

Articles in Wikipedia can consist special tables which present shortly important in-
formation about subject. This table is usually placed at the top of the right side of the
article, and has name „infobox”. Information from these infoboxes also used to auto-
matically enrich various public databases (such as DBpedia4). Just as in the case of
articles, these infoboxes are often created and edited by users in each language sepa-
rately.

This work try to answer the following main questions:

1. How to determine the quality of a Wikipedia articles?
2. How automatically enrich wiki pages with information (elements of the infoboxes)

coming from the counterparts of this Wikipedia article in other languages?

In addition, auxiliary questions were formulated:

1. How to determine quality measures of a Wikipedia article?
2. How automatically evaluate the quality of a Wikipedia articles based on the selected

quality measures related to timeliness, validity and completeness?
3. Can the quality of Wikipedia article help to evaluate the quality of infobox con-

tained in it?
4. Is the quality of the infobox in particular language version of article dependent on

the demand for the related content?
2 http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/wikipedia.org
3 https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
4 http://dbpedia.org
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5. How to choose a better quality infobox parameters from different language ver-
sions?

2 Quality of Wikipedia articles

In each Wikipedia language editions there is system of grades for articles quality. Prac-
tical every language version has special mark for articles are considered to be the best.
In English Wikipedia they are called „Featured Articles” (FA), in polish Wikipedia -
„Artykuły na Medal”. Such best articles should meet the specified quality criteria re-
lated to accuracy, neutrality, completeness and style. For example, FA articles content
must be written with professional standard, neglects no major facts or details and places
the subject in context, consist high-quality reliable sources, have lead section that sum-
marizes the topic and prepares the reader for the detail in the subsequent sections and
others 5. There is also a mark for high-quality decent articles, not have met the cri-
teria for FA - „Good articles” (GA) 6. English Wikipedia have other marks for lower
quality articles: B-class, C-class, Start, Stub. One of the important difference between
high-quality grades (FA and GA) and lower ones is evaluation procedure. Articles can
get or lose FA or GA grade after discussion and voting by Wikipedia users, which can
be carried out within about one month from the date of nomination. In case of lower
grades it is enough initiative of an individual user. It should be noted, there is also
high-quality grade A-class, which can also be given without special voting procedure.
However, A-class articles usually at the same time have FA or GA grade.

Other language versions of Wikipedia may have own grading scheme. For German
Wikipedia, which have over 2 million articles, there are only 2 higher-quality grades
„Exzellente Artikel” and „Lesenswerte Artikel”, which are equivalents for FA in GA
in English Wikipedia. Russian Wikipedia have more developed grading scheme with 7
grades, but not all of them are equivalent for English grades. Figure 1 shows the differ-
ences between quality grades in particular Wikipedia language: English (EN), German
(DE), French (FR), Russian (RU), Polish (PL), Ukrainian (UK), Belarussian (BE).

The great challenge is the large number of articles that do not have quality grade.
Some language versions (such as BE, DE, PL) have over 99% unassessed articles.

Nowadays, there exist quite a lot of the studies that describes different methods
for automatic quality prediction of Wikipedia articles. One of the first researches in
this direction proposes to analyse volume of articles content [7]. Such simple metric
as word count can help to assess quality of the Wikipedia articles [8]. The best articles
use also more references and consits more sections [9, 6]. In addition it can be taken
into account special templates which describes quality gaps such as credibility, writing
style, structure, and other issues [10].

There are studies that use lungusitics features extracted from the articles texts to
analyse the articles quality. Lipka [11] exploit an articles character trigram distribution
for the automatic assessment of information quality. Another studies proposed to use
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_article_
criteria
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Fig. 1. Quality grading schemes in different language versions of Wikipedia. Source: own calcu-
lations.

the number of facts and the factual density as features to identify high quality articles
in Wikipedia [12, 13], wherein Fact can have the form of a triplet with two entities and
a relationship between them [14].

Assesment of the quality of Wikipedia articles can be based not only on content
metrics. Other studies shows how characteristics related to contributors’ reputations
and edit network, article status, external factual support and other features can help in
determining the quality of the article [15, 16].

Many of these studies solve the problem of evaluating articles as a classification task
- all grades are divided into two groups: Complete and Incomplete [14, 9, 6, 17, 13].
Complete group consist FA and GA grades. The remaining lower-quality grades are
included in Incomplete group. So, various measures that describes the Wikipedia arti-
cles are independent variables, quality group - binary dependent variable [9, 6, 18, 17].
Studies have shown that there differences between quality models of particular language
versions of Wikipedia using same set of independent variables [6, 18, 17]. Most com-
monly for these tasks researches used data mining algorithms, and in particular Random
Forest, which showed the highest precision in the classification [9, 6, 18, 17].

Using a binary measure for quality assessment of the articles typically give a high
precision in classification models (over 95% in different versions of Wikipedia), but this
approach has some disadvantages and limitations. If articles belong to the same group
(eg Incomplete), then it is not possible to compare their quality between each other.

In some works quality in quality models is also considered a categorial variable
[9, 6, 19]. However, the precision in such models is much lower than with the use of a
stochastic dependent variable - about 60%. In addition, in this approach, the comparison
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of the quality of the articles in different languages will be challenging task due to the
differences in grade systems in different language versions of Wikipedia.

It may be more useful to use articles quality grade as continuous measure. For ex-
ample, online service WikiRank7 used some quality metrics of articles (such as text
length, number of images, references, headers, etc.) to calculate the so-called relative
quality of the same article in different language versions of Wikipedia on a scale from
0 to 100 [6].

Metrics of wiki pages analysis are extracted in different ways. One of the most im-
portant elements of wiki pages are references. Most research usually focuses on count-
ing number of references used in Wikipedia articles and uses that number to create other
(derivative) indicators (eg ref./length). Promising is the direction to study the similarity
of references between different language versions of a wiki page on a specific topic.

Like in other websites with user-generated content, quality of Wikipedia articles
can be determined through an evaluation of the following measures: Completeness,
Validity, Timeliness and others [20]. Quality measure - appropriately selected set of
metrics. Metric - quantitative value, calculated on the basis of the certain rules. For
example completeness consist number of headers, test length, number of images and
other.

3 Quality of infoboxes

In fact, the infobox is a template that contains list of items "parameter = value". De-
pending on the topic, the infobox can contain a certain set of possible parameters. Data
from the infoboxes can be used not only for receiving main facts about the subject by
the reader of Wikipedia, but also to enrich other popular databases such as DBpedia. For
this reason, it is particularly important to verify these informations, which are provided
by users.

Quality of infoboxes is much less developed topic than articles quality in researches.
Existing studies often explore the quality of databases created from infoboxes. Good
example of such databases is DBpedia, which additionaly contains many links to other
datasets in the LOD cloud such as Freebase, OpenCycand others [21]. Using compre-
hensive set of generic Data Quality Test Patterns it is possible to reveal a substantial
amount of data quality issues [22]. Using special methods it is possible to analyze, the
consistency, syntactic validity, conciseness and semantic accuracy of data contained in
DBpedia [23]. Analysis of data quality in this semantic knowledge base is also possi-
ble without using of ontology [24]. There are also studies related to data fusion from
different language versions of DBpedia [25]. However, most of the works does not take
into account the various aspects of the quality of the infoboxes and the wiki pages from
which the data was extracted.

One of the approaches propose to define relevant metrics and respective scoring
functions for specific data quality assessment task[26]. In Linked Open Data (LOD)
there are more than 50 quality metrics related to accessibility, intrinsic, trust, dynamicity
and contextual dimension coategories [27]. For example, contextual category includes:
7 http://wikirank.net
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completeness, amount-of-data, relevancy. Due to the fact that DBpedia is one of the
biggest representatives of the LOD, quality of Wikipedia infoboxes can be determined
through an evaluation of the following measures: completeness, validity, timeliness and
others. The completeness can be connected with the analysis of the filled parameters
in infobox [27]. Validity of infoboxes may include an analysis of references, includ-
ing their similarity between different language versions of Wikipedia [28]. Preliminary
analyzes have shown that articles that have been assessed by Wikipedia users for high
quality do not always have the best quality information in the infobox in a given lan-
guage version. Further experiments have shown a correlation between some quality
metrics of articles and infoboxes. Figure 2 shows correlation matrix of quality mea-
sures of infoboxes and articles in selected language.

Fig. 2. Correlation matrix of articles and infoboxes quality measures in selected language topic.
Source: own calculations.

An assessment of the quality of the infoboxes for each topic will allow you to select
those language versions where the data has the best quality. In consequence that can
help to improve the quality and enrich other Wikipedia language versions.

4 Comparing and enrichment of information in Wikipedia

An analysis of current approaches in assessing the quality of information in wiki sites
shows that further research to develop new methods are required. The results obtained
by using such methods may allow to more accurate assessment of the quality of infor-
mation in wiki sites in different languages and thus help to improve their quality.

One of the good examples of such researches is Sieve framework, which is used to
increase completeness, conciseness and consistency of Linked Oped Data[26]. How-
ever, in case of Wikipedia infoboxes it is necessary to take into account additional qual-
ity dimensions for more objective analysis [27].

In situations where none of the considered language versions have an infobox, spe-
cial tools can be used to extract the necessary facts from the text of the article [29] with
the best quality. In addition, other approaches for gathering knowledge from semi- and
unstructured content can be used [30].
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It is also possible that the described subject in Wikipedia has different infoboxes in
the examined language versions. This is connected to the fact that Wikipedia com-
munities tend to structure the articles and infoboxes in different ways. In this case
cross-language can be exploited cross-language links to represent each infobox with
parameters extracted from the corresponding articles [31].

The future researches will address the issue of evaluating the quality of informa-
tion contained in wiki pages by developing an authoritative method for comparing and
enriching information in multilingual wiki services based on their quality analysis.

Fig. 3. Scheme of information enrichment of Wikipedia infobox based on quality and popularity
assessment of other language versions on an example of a Gniezno city. Source: own calculations.

The developed method will then be evaluated on the basis of actual data from seven
language versions of Wikipedia: English (EN), German (DE), French (FR), Russian
(RU), Polish (PL), Ukrainian (UK), Belarusian BE). One of the important metrics,
which will be taken to the account is popularity of article, which contain the analyzed
infobox. We can expect more relevant and verified information in articles, where the
infobox is regularly reviewed by the bigger number of users. Figure 3 shows the gen-
eral scheme of enrichment of information of infoboxes from the most popular language
versions with the best quality score to Belarusian Wikipedia with classical orthography
(BE-Tarask). In case when the information from the best language version is insuffi-
cient, other parameters will be transferred from other versions with high quality and
popularity score. Before transferring values of particular parameters, information will
be compared to other language versions, but versions with higher quality will have
higher influence (weight) on decision making process on selecting the right value.

Volume for creating new Wikipedia articles based on other language versions can
be assessed from the table 1, which presents the numbers of overlapping articles across
language versions of Wikipedia. Despite the fact that the English version of Wikipedia
is the largest, it can also be enriched by other language versions.
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Table 1. Number of overlapping articles across language versions of Wikipedia. Source: own
calculations in May, 2017.

BE DE EN FR PL RU UK
BE 143 105 66 673 74 765 67 097 73 012 95 871 79 536
DE 66 673 2 058 152 1 045 390 704 217 489 443 492 078 275 593
EN 74 765 1 045 390 5 405 997 1 186 508 756 724 723 090 380 539
FR 67 097 704 217 1 186 508 1 867 289 550 315 519 651 313 706
PL 73 012 489 443 756 724 550 315 1 220 272 429 944 297 109
RU 95 871 492 078 723 090 519 651 429 944 1 392 818 401 051
UK 79 536 275 593 380 539 313 706 297 109 401 051 694 670

While the table 1 contains information on the coverage of articles between pairs of
languages, the figure 4 shows the coverage between the triples of selected Wikipedia
language versions using a Venn diagram.

Fig. 4. Overlaps of articles between selected language versions of Wikipedia. Source: own calcu-
lations in May, 2017.

5 Discussion and Future Works

The purpose of the proposed research is to develop a method of comparing and en-
riching information in multilingual wiki services based on their quality analysis on the
example of Wikipedia. The proposed method differs from the approaches used so far
in several respects. Firstly, in the past work, quality analysis was carried out mainly in
one language version - mostly for English Wikipedia. Some metrics that can be con-
sidered when building article quality models are dependent on the language in which
these articles are written. This includes also linguistic measures. Secondly, there is no
study that would automatically assess the quality of the Wikipedia article selected in
various language versions. It is related also on differences in evaluation systems used
in each language version of Wikipedia. Thirdly, the current works focused mainly on
the quality of the whole article, not on the particular elements of it - such as infobox.
Preliminary studies show that not always the article with the highest grade among other
languages also has infobox with the best data quality in a given language version.
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In addition, most research uses a set of metrics to build quality models of Wikipedia
articles. The selection of some of these metrics depends on the language, some on the
data source, some on the extraction method. An additional factor is the development of
wiki technology, which gives you the ability to extract new metrics. This means that
extracting and combining multiple metrics based on literature and own experiments
may allow a more objective and comprehensive approach to the analysis of the quality
of Wikipedia articles in different languages.

Another issue is the constant updating and creating of new wiki pages, on the ba-
sis of which Wikipedia article quality models are built. The time factor is important
not only because of the varying number of articles, but also because of the continu-
ous changing of the rules of articles assessment by the Wikipedia community in every
language version. As a result, articles that have previously been rated with the highest
grade for a certain time may no longer meet the criteria and lose their featured status.

Initial experiments showed, that in language sensitive topics, quality of informa-
tion in infoboxes are high. Typically, such articles are popular in their local language
versions. So, measurement of popularity can help in assessment infoboxes quality. It is
also connected with the fact that some part of users may notice outdated or incorrect
information. If an article is popular in this language - then this corrects can happen
faster.

In addition, auxiliary targets are defined that contribute to the main objective:

1. Develop a method for automatically evaluating wiki pages in different languages
using appropriate metrics

2. Developing a method for comparing the quality of infobox and wiki page quality
3. Developing a method for identifying high quality infobox elements from wiki pages

in different language versions
4. Developing a method of enriching infoboxes between wiki language versions using

semantic representation of elements of these infoboxes.
5. Developing a method for creating a new page in a specific language with selected

high-quality infobox elements from other language versions of the wiki.
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